512BB “Competizione Stradale”

Original specs
512 BB #21513

Source: Keith Bluemel:
Sold new to official dealer Autorimessa Crivellari, Viale Stazione 34,
Mestre, Venice, in June 1977. The original colour was Rosso Chiaro,
code 20.R.190 Salchi, with a Black VM 8500 interior, fitted with air
conditioning and a radio.
June 1977 sold new to official dealer Autorimessa
Crivellari, Viale Stazione 34, Mestre, Venice.
Original colour: Rosso Chiaro, code 20.R.190 Salchi

With a black VM 8500 interior

Fitted with air conditioning and a radio

Original engine: F 102 B 000 *00100*

Original gearbox: F 102 BB N 102

Car in current
condition
512 BB #21513

Car in current condition:
Bodywork adjusted to competition style by
Bacchelli & Villa (Carrozzeria AutoSport) in
Bastiglia (several features added / adjusted >
see pictures)

Car is now in fly yellow (Giallo Modena)
Gearbox: F 102 BB N 102 > note: it seems that
the original stamping was F 102 AB N 102; the
A is twice “stamped over” with a B (see picture
below)
Engine: F 102 B 00 *00003*
Further info on current engine: F 102 B 00
*00003* was originally mounted in chassis
#26537 (Pozzi) > Source: Keith Bluemel

About the
Cool Classic Club
The perfect match with s/n 21513

The Cool Classic Club is a place for
fanatics of classic cars and
contemporary art. Apart from that,
the Clubhuys is a place where
entrepreneurs gather to have
meetings and want to be inspired
by an environment of beauty. For
three years the Cool Classic Club
has evolved into a globally
operating classic car dealer.
Why are we called a club? We
believe we invest in the long term.
Every buyer of a classic becomes a
member, because we want to build
relationships that last a lifetime.
Operated by young fellows, we
create an approachable
environment of fun and a place to
enjoy passion for classics together.
Our classics range from young
classics to pre-wars, from cruiser to
racer. We're always looking for a
special 'catch' that makes cars
different from the ordinary. Our
clientele comes from all over the

world, and comes back for one
thing: a bright upfront classic car
company which has fun in trading
cars in a fair way, without losing eye
for detail.
That eye for detail became even
more important when one of our
most special cars as of yet came in.
A car whereof we immediately knew
it was a one-of-a-kind classic
Italian with a story. This Italian
thoroughbred led to a quest with a
very special story which we want to
present to you today. What started
as a Ferrari 512BB turned out to be
a unique 512BB ‘onofficial’
Competizione Stradale that is
allowed to enter the Le Mans
Classics today.

Previous
owners
Of Ferrari 512 BB s/n 21513

•

1977 Sold new via official dealer
Autorimessa Crivellari, Viale
Stazione 34, Mestre, Venice, in
June 1977. The original colour
was Rosso Chiaro, code 20.R.190
Salchi, with a Black VM 8500
interior, fitted with air
conditioning and a radio.
Owner: Paolo Casarza

•

1981 Antonietta Matteoli

•

1982 Gianpaolo Casazza

•

1990-1991 Upgrade conversion
by Bacchelli & Villa (Bastiglia, I)

•

2012 Andrea Benedetto

•

2013 Paolo Tramonti

•

2013 Martin Perels

•

2020 Cool Classic Club

Modificato
per la strada
Dossier Ferrari 512 BB s/n 21513

The car we present to you here is the
culmination of various captivating stories. In
1977 this 512 BB left the factory as a
streetcar, but soon afterwards a
transformation was started. To impress his
friends, the first owner took this Berlinetta
Boxer to a different level, and he did it in true
Italian playboy fashion.
Carrozzeria Auto Sport
Ferrari 512 BB carrying serial number 21513
was sold new in June 1977 to Paolo Casarza
by Venice based Autorimessa Crivellari. The
car was delivered in its original colour Rosso
Chiaro (code 20.R.190 Salchi) with a black
(VM 8500) interior, fitted with air conditioning
and a radio as optional extras.
Looking at the pictures or seeing the car in
the metal instantly raises questions as to

what happened since then. Discovering the
history behind this car lead to many
interesting conversations and anecdotes,
but also to the Ferrari Factory and a visit to
the legendary Bacchelli & Villa workshop
where the most obvious part of the
transformation took place.
“As soon as I saw the car, I knew there was
something about it, I just couldn’t put my
finger on it’, says owner and founder of the
Cool Classics Club Robbert Buijs in his
showroom that looks more like a giant man
cave than an actual classic car dealership.
“Although the bright yellow paint is the
clearest giveaway, there are more important
details on the bodywork itself, such as the
flared wheel arches and the large rear
spoiler. To the untrained eye this might look
like a badly executed tuning endeavour from
the likes of Koenig Specials, but I knew this
wasn’t the case. The fact that these addons were not made from fiberglass and the
spoiler was riveted to the car, were
important clues that this was something out
of the ordinary.”

To get to the bottom of this, Buijs received
support from Marlon van der Meer and Peter
Grootswagers who are experienced Ferrari
researchers and Grootswagers can best be
described as Mr. Berlinetta Boxer. He knows
more about the history of these Ferraris than
any self-proclaimed specialist could ever
wish for. Set aside his knowledge of the
competition cars and the famous 512 BB/LM.
As is often the case though with
investigations regarding classic Ferraris, their
initial research led to more questions than
answers.
Van der Meer and Grootswagers did not
give up and they went through dozens of
books, file folders, archives, and digital
records to conclude that the changes to the
bodywork resembled the early competition
models based on the 365 GT4 BB. “I knew it
was not a cheap job from any of the plastic
fantastic tuning companies in the eighties,
because everything looks legit and is made
entirely from aluminium”, says Grootswagers.
“Because the Italian coachbuilder and
restoration specialist Bacchelli & Villa was
involved with the competition Boxers I
expected they could have something to do
with this conversion as well and so I knew we
had to visit them to find answers.” “Bacchelli
& Villa was formerly known as Carrozzeria
Auto Sport, and that is probably the biggest
clue especially when you look at it
chronologically”, added Van der Meer.

In a nutshell, it was Luigi Chinetti’s and the
North American Racing Team (NART) that
participated at Le Mans with the 365 GT4 BB
as a privateer. In 1978 the Ferrari factory
agreed to produce a 512 BB race version,
which then became known as the 512 BB/
LM. In that same year Carrozzeria Auto Sport
were awarded the contract by Ferrari to
construct these client race cars for their
Assistenza Clienti department in Modena, as
the Factory competition’s department was
concentrated solely on F1. Between then
and early 1982, a total of just three “normal”
and twenty-five “silhouette” (with bodywork
designed in Pininfarina’s wind tunnel,
including the famous long-tail bodied BB/
LM’s) examples were produced, illustrating
the company’s close ties with Ferrari, with
whom they have worked ever since in a
number of occasions, part production and
experiments.
Van der Meer explains, “Robbert and I went
to Bastiglia, a small town close to Modena,
not knowing what to expect. We literally flew
out, rented a Panda and drove up to
Bacchelli & Villa. You never know what to
expect, but we couldn’t find it actually.
Walking around on a small industrial
compound we came across two guys and as
they passed us, I noticed that one of them
was wearing a shirt with a Bacchelli & Villa
badge on it. We both turned around at the
same time and after he asked if they could
help us, I explained our situation and quest.
It turns out this guy is the workshop
manager at Bacchelli & Villa, being
responsible for production of modern Ferrari
parts and prestigious restauration projects.

As both men were introduced to the
company’s founder Franco Bacchelli things
became even more surprising when the
famous artisan and metal specialist told
them he still remembers the actual car they
were investigating. “I could hardly believe it,
but Mr. Bacchelli knew exactly what car we
were talking about and confirmed it when
we showed him some pictures.”
As stated, Bacchelli & Villa was established
in the early seventies and one of their first
important jobs was the creation of the 512
BB LM for Michelotto and Ferrari. Before that,
they were already involved with the
bodywork for the competition variants of the
365 GT4 BB and this is where things start to
get very interesting. While the production of
the BB/LM’s wasn’t even started, one of
Bacchelli’s customers wanted his 512 BB s/n 21513 - to be faster and more imposing
than his friend’s cars, so he asked Bacchelli if
he could transform the car for him. It is
interesting to note that Bacchelli received
this request before he officially received the
order to build the 512 BB LM cars for Ferrari.
Van der Meer: “What Paolo Casarza
basically asked for was a race car
conversion, but only with just enough
motorsport parts to make his 512 look and
go like a competition car, without having to
endure the hardships of a full-blown
competition car on the streets. Franco
Bacchelli still remembers working on 21513
and explained that the transformation had
to be of a very high quality. This is why he
chose to do the aerodynamic modifications
in aluminium and riveted everything to the
car, which in itself is an interesting anecdote.

The initial idea was to rivet the spoiler to the
back of the bodywork and then smoothen
everything to hide the rivets. As Bacchelli
thought the bare rivets gave the car a much
more purposeful look, he advised Casarza to
leave it as is and the result is visible to this
day. At this point the car was also resprayed
in the colour that has remained on the car
ever since, which is Giallo Modena.”
Franco Bacchelli confirmed that he took the
rear-end spoiler of the 365 BB Competizione
as a starting point for the modifications on
21513. The aluminium spoiler is completely
shaped in the same way, but completely
covered. At that time, the 512 BB/LM wasn’t
even produced.
Van der Meer continues, “When Bacchelli
told us the story, pieces of the puzzle started
to fall into place. When you look on the
inside of the rear wheel housings, you can
see there were large openings that were
patched up later. These openings were
made to create room for bigger brakes, but
these were replaced with standard brakes
by the second owner, because he said the
car was very difficult to drive on the streets
with the competition brakes that react like
on/off switches. Bacchelli also explained
why we found many old pictures of this car
with 288 GTO mirrors on it, which was
another mystery during our quest. It is not
uncommon for Ferrari to outsource parts to
small suppliers in the neighbouring villages,
which was also the case for these mirrors.
What makes it even more interesting though,
is that the 288 GTO would not go in
production until two years later…”

Competition V12
Van de Meer and Grootswagers did a few
more interesting discoveries, one of which is
the fact that chassis number 21513 left the
factory with engine number F 102 B 000
*00100* and gearbox number F 102 BB N 102.
Somewhere during the car’s life this also
changed, as hidden under the large engine
cover is a flat twelve that is stamped F 102 B
00 *00003*, a very early unit. It also seems
that on the original stamping on the
transmission – which reads F 102 AB N 102 the A is “stamped over” twice with a B,
suggesting that the transmission changed
as well. Also, we have found clues that the
pontifical present airducts were mounted,
removed, and mounted again.
In their search for clues the carburettors and
even the camshafts were investigated, and
a dyno test run proved that engine F 102 B
00 *00003* is very close to a competition
engine in terms of performance, delivering
406 horsepower. Considering that the
original competition engines delivered 440
horsepower and this unit is decades old,
there is no doubt that this is the real deal.
The engine of the BB/LM delivered
approximately 550 bhp, so this engine block
has similarities with the initial competition
cars that were built, prior to the 512 BB/LM
Program. It is believed that the 512 BB with
who the engine was swapped, originally was
one of the cars that was planned to be
converted but, with the end of the
endurance program in sight, this never
materialized.

This was also confirmed by the second
owner, because he described his BB as
‘scary and far too aggressive for use on
public roads...’ More importantly, information
from the famous French Ferrari distributor
confirms that 21513 received a competition
spec engine and that the original engine
with number 100 was used for a car that was
exported to Canada. “This led us to believe
that Pozzi had a race prepped car standing
around because they were heavily involved
in long-distance racing with their own BB
race cars and that they swapped engines
with Paolo Casarza so he could fulfil his
dream of creating a fire breathing Boxer for
the road and Pozzi could sell their BB to
Canada with a standard engine that met
the stringent North American emissions
legislation of these days.”

Carrosserie
Bacchelli & Villa

Part of Mattioli Automotive Group, Bacchelli & Villa is a dedicated
Department specialized in advising, sourcing and representing the finest
Ferraris in the marketplace.
Italy
Via I Maggio, 3
41030 Bastiglia
(Modena) Italy
+39.059.904072
contact@bacchellivilla.com
Film on Bacchelli & Villa: Source: https://bacchellivilla.com
https://vimeo.com/242102972

Vehicle
Identifiation
Number
FERRARI F102BB*21513*

Engine
number
FERRARI F102B00*00003*

Gearbox
tipo F102BB – N 102

Carburators
Front left: tipo: 40IF3C – 11 no.: N6
Front right: tipo: 40IF3C – 9 no.: M6
Back left: tipo 40IF3C – 12 no.: M6
Back right: tipo 40IF3C – 10 no.: M6

Magneto
Magneti Marelli: S 158 B - OF

Scaglietti built number
/ bodynumber
#80

Into the wild
Historic photos of s/n 21513

Visiting Bacchelli & Villa
Meeting Franco Bacchelli

Epilogue
We genuinely hope we intrigued you with the story of our quest. We, as Ferrari and classic
car enthusiasts, want to thank all that have contributed to gathering all the information, and
getting the story aligned in a way the 'Competizione Stradale' deserves. If you are admiring
classics the way we are, always feel free to find your home at our Clubhouse in Naarden.
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